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Abstract
People may seek to embody cultural ideals of the life course through their use or rejection of medical interventions, including but not limited to anti-aging treatments. Here, I analyze this phenomenon via interviews with men engaging with two different forms of sexual health medicine in urban Mexico: erectile-dysfunction treatment and testing for sexually transmitted infections (STIs). I argue that, in contrast to the biomedical understanding of patients as individuals who change during their lives, my interlocutors understood themselves as components in broader “collective biologies” that change on a longer timeline. These are culturally-defined groups that people understand to be comprised of interrelated members whose behaviors concretely affect the group’s physical and social well-being over time. In both medical arenas discussed here, men used or rejected sexual health interventions in response to local narratives about the nature of the Mexican population as a collective biology, including ideas about how it should change over time away from its roots in the colonial past. They characterized predispositions to machismo and disinterest in preventative health care as embodied inheritances that the Mexican population should reject in order to achieve health-promoting modernity in the future. My analysis describes how these interlocutors sought to live out desirably modern forms of race and gender through their medical decisions in a way that they hoped would contribute to positive, embodied change in the Mexican social body over time. These findings show that, despite the assumptions of individualism generally naturalized in anti-aging treatment and biomedicine, people may make medical decisions in an effort to aid collective change over population-level timescales.
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Anthropologists have long investigated how people’s experiences of time reflect ongoing relationships between individual and group-level experiences. These experiences include people’s understandings of the relationships between themselves and their societies in light of shared ideas about groups’ origins, pasts, and desired futures (Munn 1992; Tamarkin 2018). Such studies have been particularly useful for understanding how cultural expectations for change over time relate to ideals and experiences of gendered personhood. For example, some scholars have analyzed how body-modification practices help people embody gendered social expectations associated with particular rites of passage or expected forms of change over the life course (cf. Boddy 1989).

Since Western biomedicine plays a key role in many people’s everyday lives, anthropologists have studied the use of biomedical technologies to assess bodily change over time, and to attempt to align those changes with medical norms and cultural ideals (e.g., Jain 2007; Manderson and Smith-Morris 2010). As other articles in this volume discuss (Krolokke, this issue; Sievert et al., this issue), this phenomenon is especially apparent in reproductive and sexual health medicine. In that arena, health practitioners and patients use medical interventions in efforts to align bodies with norms of gender and modernity, and by assisting or preventing reproduction, they aim to pursue individuals’ families’ and societies’ hopes for the future. For instance, anthropologist Tine Gammeltoft’s (2013) work analyzes the relationship between Vietnamese women’s experiences of gestational time as mediated by ultrasonography as well as the future-altering, traumatic, and teratogenic past of war. Studies of such relationships further highlight that expectations for change over time are social constructs that people attempt to naturalize and live out through both medical and social interventions (Johnson-Hanks 2002). This approach also highlights the non-linearity and contingency of people’s embodiments of expected life courses, as in anthropologist Caroline Bledsoe’s examination of Gambian women’s use of hormonal birth control to promote reproductive healing rather than prevention (Bledsoe 2002).

The globalization of biomedical interventions, often encoded with Western cultural norms of gender, personhood, and the life course, creates a situation in which people may experience competing local versus imported norms for change over time in their bodies and behaviors. Disjunctions between these norms are growing more apparent as people worldwide are living longer lives that are increasingly shaped by biomedical interventions. Popular, globalized discourses of ‘successful aging’ highlight these possible disjunctions. Promoting healthy or successful aging is often framed by health and social-support professionals as supporting older people’s rights and well-being. However, what counts as “healthy” or “successful” usually means “ideal to contemporary Euro-Americans,” i.e., numeric aging coupled with ongoing physical and behavioral youthfulness, activeness, and independence (Lamb 2014, 2017).
Promoting these culturally-specific ideals as “healthy” has the consequence of pathologizing other ideals of how bodies and behavior should change over time; it also risks stigmatizing people who depart from those norms (Estes and Binney 1989). Moreover, it has fueled, and been fueled by, the development of the “anti-aging” medical industry (Fishman, Binstock, and Lambrìx 2008). Anti-aging medicine both naturalizes Western ideals of eternal youth and frames medical practice itself as modern and even futuristic (Mykytyn 2006). This field overlaps significantly with sexual and reproductive health medicine in that it provides ways to perform reproductive and sexual functions—once socially and/or biologically limited to earlier phases of life—for extended periods of time. Medicalizing these aspects of biology has meant defining gender stereotypes as biologically “natural” (Riska 2013). This is exemplified by foci on extending the “biological clock,” which reduces women’s personhood over time to a race to reproduce before senescence (Friesie, Becker, and Nightigall 2006) and extending men’s ability to maintain virile and vigorous masculinity as expressed through unceasing penetrative sexuality (Marshall 2009). Yet, while many embrace medical technologies as a way to live out ideals for gender, personhood, and the life course, others may find these norms undesirable or inappropriate (cf. Potts et al. 2004).

Furthermore, while anti-aging medicine is a particularly clear-cut case of culturally-specific life-course norms becoming naturalized in medical practice, such norms reverberate even through healthcare spheres seemingly unrelated to age. For example, the area of preventing and testing for sexually-transmitted infections (STIs) features debates about the appropriate age to vaccinate for human papillomavirus (HPV) as well as critiques of under-screening for STIs in older populations assumed not to be sexually active (despite increasing and conflicting pressure to be ‘sexy seniors’) (Casper and Carpenter 2009; Marshall 2010, 211; Minichiello et al. 2012). As I discuss below, people’s attitudes towards STI testing are also intimately related to their perceived role in societal changes over time, such as the adoption of “modern” self-care and sexual self-determination (Adkins 2001; Biehl, Coutinho, and Outeiro 2001).

In this article, I map some specific points of disjunction between the ideals and assumptions regarding masculinity, the male life course, and male biology encoded in two arenas of Mexican men’s sexual health medicine. Specifically, I analyze data from a study of older, working-class men who were experiencing decreased erectile function but rejected treatments for erectile dysfunction (ED) and from a study of heterosexual, middle-class couples participating in medical research on the occurrence of HPV in men.

I discuss how, in both cases, people understood their intimate medical decisions, sex lives, and health behaviors as influenced by—and capable of further influencing—generational change over time in the broader Mexican social body. Participants attributed characteristics like machismo and a lack of interest in preventative health care to a shared biological and cultural Mexican nature rooted in the nation’s history. As such, they intended for their own sexual and health behaviors to make embodied contributions to hoped-for change on the population level. I describe how their health decisions drew implicitly on cultural understandings of people’s individual bodies and behaviors as innately influenced by a population-level past, and as capable of altering its future. I argue that their individual decisions, explanations of their changing behavior, and hopes for those behaviors’ long-term positive effects for others drew upon a shared notion of the Mexican population as what I call a “collective biology.” Collective biologies are culturally-defined groups that people understand to be comprised of interrelated members whose behaviors concretely affect the group’s nature and well-being on a time scale beyond the individual life course. This concept is meant to serve as an umbrella term for locally-specific ways in which people understand some individuals’ actions to have embodied consequences for a specific group of others.
In the following, I discuss the specific ideology of collective biology that influenced people’s actions in the two ethnographic arenas I studied. I then focus on findings from each setting in order to discuss how this ideology informed people’s varied understandings of the ways their embodied sexual and health behaviors reflected a shared, bio-social Mexican past and might contribute to its future. I conclude by discussing how people’s hopes that their embodied actions and changes in their individual life courses might contribute to positive generational change on a collective level directly conflicted with the teleologies that have been naturalized in anti-aging and sexual health medicine.

Gender, health, and time in Mexican notions of collective biology

Popular cultural notions of “Mexicanness” suggest that individual sexual and health behaviors concretely affect the health and well-being of the national populace as a biologically and culturally interrelated whole. It is important to note that anthropologists understand racial categories to be cultural ideas about human difference—which then profoundly influence peoples’ lives, opportunities, and health—rather than scientifically valid biological distinctions (Ackermann et al. 2019). Thus, I am discussing context-specific ideologies and not biological facts when I discuss race, Mexicanness, or mestizaje, which is the mix of Conquistador forefathers and indigenous foremothers popularly understood as the origin of a uniquely Mexican population.

The idea that contemporary Mexicans do or should comprise a homogenous, mestizo racial group has been promoted since the Revolution of 1910 for key political reasons, e.g., unifying the population to enable its governance, promoting the enculturation and absorption of indigenous peoples, and justifying the marginalization of groups who do not conform to this homogenization project (Alonso 2004; Manrique 2017). This ideology has been used to promote a specific kind of unity—conformity to the health, gender, and other behaviors associated with contemporary visions of modernity. Intellectuals and politicians have promoted the belief that mixing of people of indigenous and Spanish heritage would eventually lead to an ideal race (e.g., Vasconcelos [1925] 1997). For instance, physicians expected women’s pelvises to reach an ideal midpoint between presumptively too-narrow European and too-wide indigenous forms (Cházaro 2005). The notion of the Mexican or mestizo population as a collective biology—with a shared biological and cultural essence—has thereby been naturalized through these discourses.

Such attitudes and interventions have further fostered the idea that individuals can advance this mestizo racial whole, and thus the Mexican nation, by performing modern health and gender behavior. Post-revolutionary public-health campaigns have tasked women with the role of mothers who should reproduce modern ideas of health and hygiene as they planned families and raised children (Soto Laveaga 2007; Stern 1999), and mestizo-identified healthcare workers continue to critique patient behavior and self-presentation that they consider to be anti-modern, unhygienic, or problematically indigenous (Smith-Oka 2012).

Thus, ideas of embodied teleology are central to the ideology of Mexicanness. This ideology positions contemporary Mexicans, who- and whenever they are, as mestizos carrying innate and often negative inheritances from an indigenous and colonial past. They are expected to contribute to biological and behavioral population improvement over time by acting in modern ways. The eugenic and anti-indigenous elements of this ideology have become implicit rather than explicit over time; the open discussions about how to create evolution within la raza (the race), which were commonplace in the early half of the 1900s, have since faded away (Manrique 2016; Stepan 1991). Yet, these ideas continue to echo in certain arenas, such as the continuing marginalization of indigenous people in healthcare as discussed above, in national scientific projects built on the assumption of a homogenous, mestizo
populace (García-Deister and López-Beltrán 2015; Nieves Delgado 2020), and especially in discussions of gender.

Discussions of Mexican machismo exemplify this ideology. The notion of Mexican men as inherently macho—emotionally closed and obsessed with power, invulnerability, and virility—became popular in the 1950s and consequently became identified with what it meant to be a Mexican man. This conceptualization stems from the idea that the Mexican populace is a coherent racial group, formed by the reproductive mixing of Spanish Conquistador forefathers and indigenous foremothers. Innate machismo is seen as men’s biological and cultural inheritance from the violent and coercive character of that reproduction (see Paz [1961] 1985).

Like the broader ideology of race from which it stems, this characterization of “natural” masculinity is a cultural concept rather than a biological fact (López-Beltrán and Deister 2013; Moreno Figueroa and Saldivar 2015). Machismo has always been a stereotype obscuring more complex lived realities and gender (as well as racial/ethnic) diversity (Gutmann 1996). Nevertheless, it has been central to Mexican men’s understandings of themselves for the past 70 years. This remains true today, although the ways in which people relate to the concept have changed dramatically in the past several decades.

The participants in the studies I discuss below have lived through major changes in cultural ideals of gender and masculinity. This generation of men had been raised with the belief that good men marry, father children, and provide economically for their families—while engaging in frequent extramarital sexual encounters and locating their leisure lives outside the domestic sphere. Many were raised to see machismo as a normative attribute of men who met these societal expectations. However, they have lived through increasingly strong and influential calls to enhance gender equity in the domestic and public spheres, as well as widespread adoption of the idea that such a change would represent a way to live out desirable modernity on the population level (García and de Oliveira 2004). Ideals of love and marriage have also changed with the widespread idealization of “companionate marriage,” in which people seek out monogamous relationships intended to provide emotional fulfillment and intimacy, in addition to the more traditional marital goals of economic stability and reproduction (Hirsch 2003; Wardlow and Hirsch 2006). Current ideals of masculinity combine responsible provision with emotional support for one’s family and monogamous, intimate marriage; these are often explicitly framed as anti-macho (Ramirez 2009; Wentzell and Inhorn 2014).

Nevertheless, people in Mexico continue to keep the concept of machismo alive by framing it as a problematic bio-cultural inheritance against which good men must struggle, rather than simply an inaccurate description or outmoded form of masculinity (Amuchástegui Herrera 2008; Amuchástegui and Szasz 2007; Brandes 2002; Ramirez 2009). Critiques of the persistence of machismo and articulations of hope for a more egalitarian future are now central to popular cultural discussions of the ideal life course of the Mexican social body. Below, I discuss how individuals expressed ideas about Mexican collective biology and its past and possible change over time in relationship to their own experiences with sexual health medicine.

**Changing erectile function and ideal masculinities in Mexico**

Viagra and other ED medications have been the blockbusters of the overlapping fields of anti-aging and sexual medicine. In the late 1990s, age-related decrease in erectile function and emotion- or relationship-related “impotence” were redefined as ED, a problem of individual biology that could be treated pharmaceutically (Tiefer 2006). In the years since, global marketing and prescription of ED drugs have widely distributed the Euro-American cultural assumptions that shaped the inception of ED as a disease
category. While individual peoples’ and health practitioners’ ideas about ED and how to treat it vary, the global marketing of and media discussion about ED have been remarkably consistent. Its key features include metaphors of bodies as machines and age-related changes as breakdowns to be fixed; phallocentric and individualistic ideas of male sexuality as an individual trait rather than a relational experience; and understandings of “healthy” aging as necessarily including the unceasing performance of youthful-style sexuality (Grace et al. 2006; Mamo and Fishman 2001; Marshall and Katz 2002; Tiefer 1994). In short, ED drugs have come to serve as “masculinity pills” that enable men to align their bodies with culturally-specific ideals of gender and aging (Loe 2004, 58).

The pharmaceutically-mediated promise of never ending virility despite aging or illness would seem to resonate with stereotypes of Mexican masculinity. ED drugs have been available in Mexico since their emergence on the global scene. They quickly became pop culture mainstays, frequently featuring in television-comedy punchlines. There was even an advertisement on the “Viagra”-printed mints I received after dinner at a seafood restaurant (a joking riff on the idea of seafood as an aphrodisiac, the owner explained). As is clear in the names of herbal copycat treatments such as “Powersex” and “M-force,” understandings of ED drugs as ‘masculinity pills’ aligned with notions of Mexican men’s predisposition to machismo.

**Study 1: Men’s experiences of decreased erectile function**

I found that men’s relationships to the notion of machismo and its critiques—especially the idea of temporality and development over time in a collective Mexican racial group—fundamentally influenced their understandings of changing erectile function as they aged. In 2007–8, I interviewed over 250 male urology patients, most in their 50s and 60s, in a government-run, hospital-based clinic in the central Mexican city of Cuernavaca. I held interviews in Spanish and transcribed then translated the portions quoted here into English. Patients tended to be working-class and older and were usually seeking treatment for urological complaints other than ED. Our open-ended, ethnographic interviews ranged widely but focused on the men’s health problems, life histories, changes in sexual functionality, and their experiences of medical treatment. A detailed discussion of the study and methods can be found elsewhere (Wentzell 2013), and this research was approved by the University of Michigan and IMSS Institutional Review Boards.

Almost 70 percent of the men I interviewed reported decreases in erectile function. However, only 11 percent considered medical treatment for this bodily change, and only a few had tried ED drugs. Although ED drugs offered the promise of aligning their bodies with youthful or macho sexuality despite aging and illness, my interlocutors’ narratives revealed this to be precisely why they rejected those interventions. Instead, most participants understood age-related changes in sexual function as opportunities to align their bodies and behavior with the emergent, anti-macho ideals of masculinity.

Many study participants saw a decrease in sexual function as a lessening of their innate, biological urges towards infidelity that had aligned them with outmoded machismo rather than currently ideal forms of masculinity. For instance, a retired laundry worker who identified himself as, in his words, a former “womanizer,” believed that he had recently become a better husband because, “The truth is, now I don’t have the same [erectile] capacity.” He continued to explain that a physical inability to cheat had enabled him to begin cultivating mutual respect in his marriage: “I’m 55, I know what I am. I don’t want problems with my wife. Like I deserve respect from her, she deserves it from me as well.” For men like him, biologically-induced fidelity became an aid for living out contemporary ideals of masculinity and marriage. Some men understood this shift as also reflecting the increased wisdom they associated with
proper aging. For example, an appliance repairman discussed his newfound fidelity by noting mental as well as physical changes. He said, “With age, you start to think more.”

Thus, decreased erectile function and the fidelity these men believed it to facilitate enabled their performance of both desirably modern and age-appropriate masculinities. Participants expected respectable older men to focus on the home and family rather than chasing sex. Discussing the absurdity of old men chasing women, a barber laughed and said, “Here in Mexico, we have a saying: ‘After old age, chickenpox.’ It means that some things become silly when one is older.” My interlocutors further understood the pursuit of youthfully vigorous sexuality in older age not only as socially inappropriate but also as physically harmful. Several said that they expected their bodies to slow down following lifetimes of hard work. Thus, they feared that pharmaceutically ‘accelerating’ their bodies with ED drugs could cause damage and even death. Reflecting this common idea, one retiree stated that, “Viagra scares me.” This is especially notable since participants did not voice similar fears about drugs taken to treat other conditions, such as high blood pressure.

Thus, in contrast to the pathologization of aging encoded in ED drugs, these men overwhelmingly saw a decrease in age-related sexual function as normal. They naturalized the idea discussed above that demanding, and thus appropriately masculine, work lives led to general and sexual slowing in later life. For instance, a delivery-truck driver explained, “My work is a little rough, heavy. I carry a lot, so I feel a little tiredness. Now, I can’t have as much sex as before. This is normal. Now it’s not the same—when I was young, more potency. Now with my age, not anymore.” The men’s wives often promoted this normalization of change when their husbands first began to experience decreased erectile function. One construction worker was initially concerned about this change. However, he said that his wife told him that she would rather spend time together than have sex. He became “dedicated to the home” instead of “wander[ing] the streets,” and both his marriage and remaining sex life underwent a “beautiful change.” Free of what he characterized as the “sick mind” that had led him into a youth of infidelity, he reported that decreased erectile function had engendered the development of a more companionate marriage.

Overall, many of my interlocutors had little interest in ED drugs because they saw decreasing erectile function as a bodily reprieve from the innately macho tendencies that they considered to be both culturally outdated and inappropriate for respectable older men. Many articulated that they expected to begin a “second stage” or “another level” of life that would focus on new priorities like being a “role model” for their grandchildren—a life that did not feature penetrative sex. A retired factory worker summed up this valorization of change with the comment, “Erectile dysfunction isn’t important. When I was young, it would have been, but not now.” These urology patients understood their male bodies and behaviors to be fundamentally influenced by an innately Mexican impulse to machismo; however, they embraced age-related physical “slowing” as an aid for the adoption of currently valorized masculinities. They felt that bodily aging had freed them from their macho urges, enabling them to behave in ways that are consistent with an emerging societal future. Their discussions of machismo drew implicitly yet powerfully on culturally-specific ideas of collective biology and its past and future change over time. Their explanations rooted their own past behavior in a trait inherited from their imagined Spanish Conquistador forefathers. They further linked men’s own later-life cessation of stereotypically macho sexuality to future-oriented calls for “modern” rather than macho masculinities.

Treating collective biologies in men’s sexual health research participation

People participating in a quite different sexual-health arena similarly drew upon implicit ideas of Mexican mestizaje amid changing gender norms in order to make sense of men’s medical experiences.
This was the case for the heterosexual male participants in the Mexican sub-study of the multinational “Human Papillomavirus in Men,” or “HIM,” study. This longitudinal, observational study aimed to reveal the ‘natural history’ of HPV in men by testing large groups of men in various sites and then to track their acquisition and clearance of the virus in relation to other health factors, such as smoking. Twice annually for four or more years, HIM study participants underwent genital swabbing to determine the presence of HPV DNA; at the same time, they also provided other samples for STI testing, completed sexual- and health-history questionnaires, and were informed about prior test results. The Mexican HIM study was administered by the Cuernavaca research unit of a federal health organization, and researchers recruited participants mainly from that health system (both workers and patients) as well as from large local businesses with employees who could access the system by virtue of their employment. This created a participant pool that skewed towards middle- and working-class men with relatively high levels of education and job stability compared to the local population.

From 2010–13, I conducted a series of annual interviews with 31 of these male participants together with their wives as well as with comparison groups of 10 male participants and 12 female partners individually. HIM staff recruited these participants from the pool of men who suggested their female partners for inclusion in a planned (but never executed) study of HPV in women. These interviews were intended to capture the ways in which spouses jointly constructed understandings of men’s medical-research experiences. The interviews were structured according to best practices for talking with couples together. They included open-ended questions that addressed people’s relationship and life histories, medical experiences, decision-making and experiences relating to HIM enrollment and HPV test results, as well as change over time from year to year. I discuss study methods in detail elsewhere (Wentzell 2015, 2021); this research was approved by the University of Iowa and IMSS Institutional Review Boards.

**Study 2: Participants’ experiences of the Human Papillomavirus in Men Study**

In contrast to the men discussed in the previous section, who hoped to embody societal change by behaving differently in later life, HIM study participants of all ages generally saw themselves as consistently embodying modern gender and health behavior through their involvement in medical research. They often conceptualized the potentially embarrassing, intimate testing required by the HIM study as proof that they were not *machos*, but instead modern men whose efforts to be healthy were not hamstrung by problematically traditional gender ideologies. For instance, a hospital clerical worker said that, while “In our culture it’s not a given that the Mexican man understands health, because there’s a lot of machismo,” he himself was willing to participate because, “I’m Mexican but not macho.” Participants thus subscribed to the common notion that machismo was a racially innate trait that modern Mexican men should ideally reject, and they sometimes considered the frequent STI testing that HIM participation required as support for doing so. For instance, another hospital clerical worker explained how his negative HPV test results helped him to remain faithful. He recalled, “I thought, ‘Good, I’ll keep sticking to one partner.’ You see the consequences that having many partners could have. It’s better to be safe. All the tests are negative, so it’s better that I keep myself that way.” Thus, the men’s participation in the sexual-health research was temporally marked, serving as an area and an aid for aligning themselves with modern versions of masculinity and male sexuality.

They also used the HIM study to live out their visions of modern, companionate marriage. Wives participating in interviews often characterized their husbands’ participation in this medical research as direct care for themselves—in both the biological and social sense. Since they saw spouses’ bodies as intimately interlinked, participants expected that the men’s HPV test results would reveal the female partners’ status as well. For example, a male IMSS facilities worker believed that if he tested negative
for HPV, “then as a consequence, she’ll also be OK, it seems to me, right? That’s a really interesting point that helped me become a study subject.” In this way, the men’s willingness to submit to potentially embarrassing genital sampling served as an act of marital care.

The men’s willingness to disclose their test results to their wives was a similarly meaningful expression of intimacy. Since testing positive for an STI was often perceived as a sign of infidelity—and positive STI status is often stigmatizing—sharing results was a clear statement of trust and vulnerability. Couples thus performed companionate marriage by engaging jointly with the HIM study and its results. A male engineer diagnosed with HPV explained that, since “we’ve taken [the diagnosis] maturely, it really hasn’t affected us.” He recounted that his wife “was there with me when they gave me the results . . . it wasn’t hard because we’ve always kept everything open.” They were thus able to frame potentially distressing STI results as an opportunity to live out a form of marriage associated with desired modernity.

Spouses similarly incorporated the men’s HIM participation into their efforts to raise modern families and inculcate their children with anti-macho gender ideologies. A nurse who stated that “gender equity is very important” to her family had suggested that her bartender husband join the study when she heard about it at work. He said, “Normally here [in Mexico,] a man finds it very difficult to let [any health professional] touch his intimate parts, and well, I got accustomed to it, now I see it as something normal . . . and like that, between jokes, we’re transmitting all that to our sons.” In this comment, he linked his own experience over time to the ongoing task of raising anti-macho sons, and thus the longer-term, societal-level project of moving towards what many Mexicans view as modern gender and health norms. For some men, transmitting health-promoting gender ideologies went hand-in-hand with the goal of supporting future scientific advances. For instance, a physician said that his participation in the medical research enabled him and his wife to “hope that, for them [future generations,] there will be fewer problems with aggressive diseases.” Overall, many participants in the HIM study hoped to support the development of medical advances that would protect future generations, while also transmitting the social predilection to use such advances.

Some participants’ hopes relied on specifically collective visions of modernity, the Mexican populace, and the family units that comprise it. A health service worker explained this perspective by saying, “I tell my wife that now I don’t just think of myself, but of what I bring with me, which is her and my children.” His wife, a homemaker, added, “My father had a saying he would tell us, that when one marries, your life no longer belongs to you, it belongs to your husband or your wife.” She added, “When you have children, then again your life isn’t yours, it’s your children’s.” This ethos of living for others extends the impact of one’s actions—such as the men’s HIM participation—beyond the individual body and life course, framing people as components of broader bio-social entities rather than as detached individuals. This ethos also encourages people to understand their own bodily health as a collective resource. For instance, a male hospital facilities worker explained, “If I’m in good health, I know that in a given moment if there’s any emergency, I know that I can take care of my people.” From this perspective, engaging in modern self-care through STI testing enables participants to care for the health of those intimately related to them in the present moment. It also allows them to model health and gender behaviors that, when taken up by their children and others, will enhance the health and well-being of broader collective biologies in the future.

This includes modernizing the Mexican populace from within by performing anti-macho masculinities and health-promoting self-care. HIM participants and their partners tended to see themselves as a middle-class vanguard, educated enough to embrace modern comportment but not elite enough to be tempted into the ruling-class corruption, which they universally saw as moving their country backward.
From this position, they sought to advance the mestizo collective biology. For instance, many explicitly discussed their goal to promote a “culture of prevention.” In a typical statement, a hospital clerical worker mused that the HIM study “is good because we [in Mexico] don’t really have the culture of, of prevention, right?” As such, he thought that more people getting tested before they develop health problems could promote such a culture.

Along similar lines, some HIM participants hoped they would serve as models for both their peers and their children. For instance, a retired utility worker explained, “I think that our case can serve as an example for the people around us, because they observe us also.” This promotion of preventative care was fundamentally interconnected with the promotion of modern masculinities. As a medical office worker noted, “In our culture, it’s not a given that the Mexican man” understands or cares for his health, “because a lot of machismo exists.” He hoped to model difference from this “lack of culture.” Such hopes incorporate a cultural notion of teleology, as they focus on moving Mexican men away from the problematic past embedded in their biology and toward a future of modern behavior that will also enable better health.

HIM participants and their partners hoped that these health behaviors could protect the future population against a range of ills with both cultural and biological components. Parents frequently looked to the HIM study as a source of health information that they could share with their children as they taught them more broadly about modern and protective behaviors. A business executive critiqued the “traditional” parenting she had received and said that, in contrast, she cultivated emotional intimacy with her children. This included sharing STI-related knowledge gleaned from her interactions with the HIM study. She said, “I talk with them all the time . . . [even though] sometimes we start touching on things that embarrass me. . . . They’re growing and developing, and they have more contact with sexual issues, drugs, the security problems in our country.”

Overall, my interlocutors often framed themselves as agents of change whose behavior could help to heal the ills of their broader collective biologies. They saw actions like participation in the HIM study as a way to enhance the interlinked health of couples and families. Through modeling progressive, anti-macho action and contributing to future medical advances, it was also a way to promote health and gender behavior that would enhance the well-being of the Mexican populace as a bio-social whole. This collectivist understanding of men’s participation in medical research was revealed through the metaphors participants often used to discuss it. The physician quoted above hoped to be a “positive statistic” in a hypothetical quantitative assessment of Mexican health behavior, while a driver described his participation as a “little grain of sand” that would contribute to all of the other actions by his fellow grains of sand on the metaphorical Mexican beach. Similarly, the bartender quoted earlier hoped his participation in HIM could “start a snowball effect” of healthy masculinity; this metaphor in particular seems to capture people’s understanding of themselves as components of collective bio-social wholes that could be pushed forward along the long timeline to modernity by the actions of individuals enmeshed in the Mexican societal aggregate.

**Conclusion: Treating individual versus collective bodies and temporalities**

The examples I have described here demonstrate how people may relate bodily changes and biomedical experiences into raced and gendered expectations for change over time that diverge from the norms embedded in Western biomedicine. In Mexico, and in context-specific ways elsewhere, men have articulated that changing their health and sexual practices is a desirable but difficult way to perform modern masculinity and personhood (de Keijzer 2016; de Keijzer and Rodriguez 2007; Escobar Latapí 2003; Sandberg 2011; van der Geest 2001). In my research, decreased erectile function emerged as a
facilitator of this change. Similarly, STI testing and diagnosis may function as a threat to or as an aid in the performance of idealized masculinities, depending on patients’ positionality, gender ideology, and expectations of behavior and embodiment across the life course (cf. Shoveller et al. 2010). For example, many HIM participants used HPV surveillance as an arena for performing gendered modernity, responsibility, and marital care.

Divergences between expectations of natural and healthy male change over time were quite clear in my research on erectile function; here, Mexican men rejected the opportunity to embody ‘successful aging’ and become ‘sexy seniors’ with ED drugs. The disjunctures in assumptions about men’s fundamental biology were equally important but more subtle in the HIM study in which health researchers sought to understand the “natural history” of HPV. While the medical study was framed longitudinally, it tracked changes over time in individual bodies and in a population conceived of as an aggregate of individuals. In contrast, participants understood their involvement primarily in relation to their aim of fostering change in collective biologies—including their own family and the general Mexican populace—on a generational timeline.

In both cases, the local racial ideology of mestizaje profoundly influenced men’s experiences of bodily change and medical intervention. Their understandings were influenced by the idea of mestizo Mexicans as components of a broader racial whole, biologically and culturally interconnected and moving slowly from colonial and indigenous backwardness towards health-enhancing modernity. This notion meant that, in different but related ways, both working-class men experiencing decreased erectile function and middle-class men being tested for HPV understood their own bodily experiences as contributing to the enhancement of a collective mestizo biology over time. Men in the ED study sought to align their bodies with changing societal values, as aging freed them from embodying a collective past, while those in the HIM study sought to embody the healthy future they desired for the Mexican populace.

My analysis suggests that—beyond the problem of Western biomedicine naturalizing reductive understandings of masculinity as unceasing virility—men’s sexual-health medicine also encodes assumptions about biology and the life course as fundamentally individual, which may not match the patients’ own embodied understandings. A Western emphasis on individuality is present in this medical arena—from understandings of sex as an individual rather than a relational activity (Tiefer 1994) to the public-health understanding of populations as collections of individuals rather than larger-than-individual bio-social entities. This leads to a set of conflicting life course ideologies and norms for aging. Biomedical interventions and research tend to focus on tracking and minimizing individual biological change over time, while people might instead understand that their own bodily experiences reflect and contribute to collective change on a generational rather than an individual time scale. Given this state of affairs, interventions like ED medications which, from one perspective, can appear to promote modern and healthful aging may, from another perspective, seem like impediments to age-appropriate change and a contribution to societal modernization. The examples discussed here highlight the need to attend to collective ideas of biology—and people’s own expected life courses or temporalities—in both research on and the practice of sexual and reproductive medicine.

Endnotes

1. Of course, the confluence of gender, time, and technology goes beyond medical technology as well. While writing this paragraph, I received a #womencrushwednesday bitmoji from a friend who explained that she had learned about this hashtag on social media; it was apparently a response to #mencrushmonday.
2. Virility medicine has its own fascinating teleology, coming in and out of vogue in biomedicine and other healing systems in response to varying cultural and structural changes. It is often used to support wide-ranging conceptions of ‘normal’ and ‘healthy’ masculinity and male sexual function (e.g., McLaren 2007; Oudshorn 1994; Watkins 2008; Wentzell 2008; Zhang 2015). The current iteration of this trend took off with the 1998 introduction of the blockbuster ED medication Viagra. It was followed by several other brands as well as pharmaceutical treatments for other bodily experiences or changes over time that had previously been considered ‘normal’ or simply caused by life experience or emotion. This includes the burgeoning trend of diagnosing men with ‘low testosterone’ and treating them with hormone supplements as well as the use of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) to treat premature ejaculation (Tiefer 2006; Vitry and Mintzes 2012).

3. Research indicates that younger men have also used reproductive health related changes, like vasectomy, as ways to live out masculine responsibility (Gutmann 2007; Huerta Rojas 2007).

4. Additional factors, like men’s economic status and healthcare access, also played key roles in relation to their changing erectile function; see Wentzell 2013.
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